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Fr. Gesner, author of this article, was the 4th Rector of Trinity Church, Lime Rock.  He was known at 
Trinity as Herbert, his middle name.  He came to this parish in 1899, and was subsequently called to 
Christ Church, Oswego, NY in 1906.  This article was printed in 1905. 
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The Kernickerbacker gravestone is still present in the Lime Rock Cemetery, located near the entrance on 
Dugway Road.  Of the buildings shown in the photograph above on this page, the Barnum house is no 
longer present, nor is the Barnum and Richardson factory building that appears on the right side of the 
photograph.  The Richardson house is still present.  At the time the photo was taken, the street was 
called Barnum Street.  It has since been renamed as White Hollow Road. 
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The greenhouses are no longer present.  The roof in the background appears to be that of the 
Richardson house. 
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This photograph appears to have been taken near the crossing used by Barnum and Richardson wagons 
transporting railroad car wheels fabricated in Lime Rock to be loaded on trains at Lime Rock Station.  
Interestingly, Barnum and Richardson, despite an ownership interest in the Housatonic Railroad, never 
caused a siding to be built to Lime Rock village, which would have facilitated shipment of the car wheels 
made there. 
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Photos of the Lime Rock furnace are fairly rare today, although the furnace has been substantially 
restored and serves as the centerpiece of a private garden.  The most notable feature visible in the 
photograph is the three‐roofed building that was used to store charcoal for use in the furnace.  The 
absence of any visible smoke suggests that the furnace was not in blast at the time the photograph was 
taken. 
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Elm Street in this photograph later was known as Main Street, and today is called Lime Rock Road – or 
Route 112.  Pictures of Trinity Church with the picket fence are quite rare.  Interestingly, only one cross 
is visible along the roofline of the church.  At various times in its history, it had several crosses along the 
peak of the roof. 
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Hepzivalla was destroyed by fire in the 1920s, following the closure and sale of the eastern works of 
Barnum and Richardson.  The view of the cemetery is an interesting one.  The monuments for the 
Richardson and Barnum families are in place, but the wall clearly had not yet been built around the 
cemetery.  When the wall was built, it enclosed some of what appears to be a road running close to the 
front of the Barnum and Richardson plots. 
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The Casino also served as the church hall for Trinity Lime Rock until its sale. 
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Edgewood was torn down in the 1940s or 1950s.  It was reported that the social families of Lakeville and 
Salisbury mightily resented the grand houses built in Lime Rock by the Barnum and Richardson families.  
Interestingly, the houses Barnum and Richardson build for their workers have proven to be far more 
durable, and today constitute much of the housing stock of Lime Rock. 
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Today, one would see Lime Rock Park in this photograph.  However, the scene had ceased to be bucolic 
before the construction of the race track, as the area had been an active gravel pit for several years 
previous. 
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This could be any of a number of mountain streams in the area. 
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One can identify the location of the old Methodist Chapel today most easily by locating the columns 
next to the driveway to it.  They are on White Hollow Road, not far from the bridge. 
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Although it takes quite an ambitious view of the boundaries of Lime Rock to justify inclusion of Mt. Riga 
within them, there is some justification for inclusion of the photograph in an article about Lime Rock.  
That, of course, is that Barnum and Richardson had an iron furnace at the outlet of the lake pictured 
above.  Remains of this cold blast furnace can still be seen atop Mt. Riga. 
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The McNeil house is still present on Lime Rock Road and is still quite a grand structure.  The most 
notable difference one notes today is the growth of trees around it, and particularly behind it.  The 
picture at the bottom of the page appears to have been taken along Salmon Kill road (“Fell” has been 
dropped from the name of both the creek and the road), and Red Mountain appears to be the mountain 
in the rear of the picture..   


